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Disclaimer: 
The views/analysis expressed in this report/document are based on discussion during the first 
meeting of the ‘Wind Discussion Forum’, and do not necessarily reflect the views of Shakti 
Sustainable Energy Foundation. The Foundation does not guarantee the accuracy of any data 
included in this publication nor does it accept any responsibility for the consequences of its use.  
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1. About the initiative 

The Wind Discussion Forum initiative aims to create a “Discussion Forum” for open 
discussions on all key challenges being faced by the wind sector. The objective is to evolve 
consensus around such aspects among industry and other key stakeholders through a 
process of dialogue supported by independent research.  

We also feel the need to evolve a common understanding around clearly defined goals for 
the wind sector over short, medium and long term and associated implementation 
mechanisms, which assumes importance when the Government plans to launch a National 
Wind Energy Mission. This forum, comprising wind industry, civil society and policy-
makers, will be convened at regular intervals to evolve development and policy approaches 
that are acceptable to all and practically implementable and provide inputs to the 
Government.  

We plan to organise five wind discussion forum over the next six months targeted at 
following themes:  
 

• Capacity Value of Wind Power and New Business Opportunities  

• Incentive structures and financing  

• Wind project development and power procurement methods  

• Grid Integration  

• Wind Vision 2030 – a consolidation of discussions from the above  
 

2. Background-First Wind Discussion Forum   
Understanding various market segments for wind power is critical to assess developable 
wind potential in India and work towards a goal of  200 GW by 2032 – set forth by our ‘draft 
wind vision 2030’. Most of the recent studies have focused on utility-scale onshore market 
assessment, which has well-proven track record in India and contributes nearly 100% of 
total wind installation in India.  
 
Yet, wind, as a resource, does not find a place in India’s power capacity planning 
framework. It is still on the margins and measured only in energy terms, and not considered 
to offer any capacity value. While assessment of capacity value of wind and solar is common 
in several other countries, this concept is still not accepted by India's power sector planning 
framework.  
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At the same time, there is a need to optimize wind generation from existing wind sites and 
exploit new onshore and offshore sites. With manufacturing base of more than 10,000MW 
per annum, new market models will also enable optimization of available manufacturing 
capacity. 

With this context, it was decided that the first meeting of the wind discussion forum to focus 
on the following themes to be detailed as a part of the ‘draft wind vision 2030’: 

• Business models for new applications such as hybrids, repowering, offshore wind 
• Capacity value of wind generation in India 

3. Proceedings of the first wind discussion forum  

The First Wind Discussion Forum was held at ‘Vivanta By Taj - Ambassador, New Delhi on 
22nd August, 2014. The agenda of the meeting (Annexure I) was to present the draft “Wind 
Vision 2032” document and to introduce the initiative and its objectives. The list of 
participants is enclosed under Annexure II. 
 
Mr. Krishan Dhawan, Chief Executive Officer, Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation, 
highlighted the motivation behind initiating this effort.  Describing the importance of the 
wind sector in the overall power sector mix India, he emphasised on the need to build 
consensus of various issues impacting the sector. He highlighted the role to be played by 
wind discussion forum in building consensus of variety of such issues. 
 
Dr. Alok Srivastava, Joint Secretary, Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, while 
welcoming the initiative stressed on the fact that there is urgent need to resolve issues 
concerning the wind sector. He also highlighted that even though the growth of wind sector 
is currently driven by incentives/subsidies, wind sector will need to grow without subsidies 
especially considering target of 200 GW by 2032 proposed under the Draft Wind Vision 
document.  He emphasised that Wind Mission document being prepared by MNRE will 
seek also synergy with the suggestions that emerge out of Wind Discussion Forums.  
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In his opening remark, Dr. Promod Deo, former Chairperson, Central Electricity Regulatory 
Commission (CERC), also Chairman of the Wind Discussion Forum initiative, with his vast 
experience of working in the power sector presented his view on the major problems faced 
by wind sector.  Dr Deo highlighted that the states would drive the ambitious targets of 200 
GW by 2032 and that we need a national-level commitment for promotion of renewable 
energy.    
  

a. First session 
A presentation (see Annexure III) was delivered by Mr Balawant Joshi, Managing Director, 
Idam Infra, to stimulate discussion and seek their valuable inputs.  
 

 
 
The presentation gave a brief introduction of the analyses carried out by the project team as 
part of  findings of the draft ”Wind Vision-200 GW by 2032”  and highlighted some key 
questions which would initiate a brainstorming session and help direct the efforts on the 
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right path.  He sought the suggestions of the participants over the same. Following is record 
of proceedings from the first session 

 

Session I-Key points of discussion 

A. Is 200 GW of wind by FY 2031-32 an achievable target for India? 
It was discussed that in order to scale up to these targets there is a need for concerted effort 
to be put in by all stakeholders and a national level policy framework for wind sector.  
 
There were suggestions that in order to achieve targets of 200 GW by 2032, there is a need to 
identify measures for faster implementation of wind projects. One of the suggestions that 
emerged out was that state governments should identify high capacity wind zones, provide 
land, transmission related clearances to private players in a PPP model. 
 
There was discussion on the need initiate capacity building exercise especially across SLDC, 
DISCOM level on their orientation to approach wind sector and need to develop of more 
capacity on wind resource assessment, testing and certification.   
       
B. What are the major challenges faced by the wind sector? 
Some of the challenges deliberated included need to identify suitable incentive structures, 
better grid connectivity and management of variability of generation, non compliance of 
RPO targets, open access charges,  introduction of competitive bidding, scaling up financing 
for wind sector.  
 

 Need to identify incentives to drive ambitious target of 200 GW wind 
It was unanimously agreed that subsidies cannot sustain and drive wind sector to achieve 
these ambitious targets. As a step to facilitate large-scale development of wind and to find 
willing and credit-worthy buyers of wind power,  there is a need to identify means to 
reduce cost of capital and tariff, at least till wind power reaches parity at the purchase point.  
 
The forum deliberated concerns regarding inter-state (ISTS) sale of wind which has failed to 
pick up. The forum also highlighted that transmission charges for use of ISTS network is 
exempted for solar project but are applicable to wind projects. There is a need for 
rationalisation of these charges (determination on Rs/kWh basis) or exemption for wind 
projects in line with solar projects.   
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 Grid Integration  
The forum was unanimous in its opinion that the biggest challenge for scaling up wind 
capacity is grid integration and management of generation variability. There are concerns 
regarding non-operationalisation of the Renewable Regulatory Fund (RRF) mechanism due 
to various concerns raised by the wind industry.  
 
The forum deliberated that development of Renewable Energy Management Centres 
(REMC) should be a priority. Moreover, there is an urgent need to develop Ancillary 
services market for better grid integration. The forum also discussed on the need to 
undertake wind forecasting at state or a regional level not at an individual WTG level in 
order to ensure better grid management. 
 

 Financing 
The forum raised concerns regarding the appetite of the private sector to invest equity in 
order to scale up to 200 GW wind targets. There is a need for serious and big equity 
investors to enter in the wind sector and for that there is a need to have a long term stable 
policy framework for wind sector.   
 
There were suggestions that to there is a need to reduce cost of finance by introducing 
suitable risk mitigation and re-financing mechanisms.       
  

 Better project development frameworks 
The forum was unanimous that development in the wind sector has to be driven by the 
states. The states should develop a roadmap to identify wind zones and undertake site- 
specific planning of resource assessment, land acquisition, development of transmission 
network, etc. 
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The forum discussed that although competitive bidding offers an economical way for power 
procurement for DISCOMs, certain ground work is required to be completed.  It is critical 
that before initiating competitive bidding for wind, accurate estimation of wind resource 
data is provided to the bidders. Under the competitive bidding regime, the wind projects 
should be considered as MUST RUN and not subject to backing down operation by SLDCs. 
Subject to these pre-requisites, the group was unanimous that Case 2 type of bidding could 
be undertaken wherein land, resource and other clearances should be provided by the 
Government. 
   
C. Any other themes to be included as part of discussion forums?  
The group opined that most of the issues have been captured. There was a suggestion to 
include a theme on Environment and Social Impact assessments for sustained development 
of wind projects. It may be included under the project development theme.  

b. Second session  
A Shakti-supported study on ‘’Estimation of the Capacity Value for Wind Power 
Generation’’ (see Annexure III) was presented by ICF International to introduce the concept 
of capacity value.   
 

 
Looking at the increasing contribution of RE sources to the national energy mix, and their 
potential to solving India's energy and economic concerns, it is essential that these sources, 
particularly wind and solar, be ascertained a capacity value while formulating our capacity 
addition plans. Using wind generation profiles and demand profiles at the state and 
national level, this study assesses the contribution of wind power towards meeting the base 
load demand and eliminating power shortages.  It was appreciated that this concept has 
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been analysed and presented for the first time for the Indian context. The group highlighted 
the need for detailed analyses on these lines to aid the planning process at the state as well 
as national level.  

  

Session II-Key points of discussion 

 Structuring of larger balancing areas  
A larger balancing area can help increase utilization of the installed wind capacity, 
considering an optimal dispatch of state, central and private sector plants together with a 
single system operator at least at a regional level. Such a mechanism will also help overcome 
the variability. This is expected to lead to higher capacity contribution from RE sources 
including wind.  
 

 Development of system operation protocols for a high wind system  
A greater penetration of wind needs to be supported by the forecasting, scheduling and 
accounting protocols by the SLDCs and RLDCs. Such systems would help provide a higher 
availability of wind with a substantial decrease in the instances of back down of wind 
generators. A granular and accurate estimation of capacity value of wind could also help 
establish a bare minimum generation schedule that can be available from RE units during 
peak demand period in any state.  

c. Third session  
A presentation on ‘New Business Opportunities for Wind Sector’’ (see Annexure III) was 
delivered by Mr Ajit Pandit, Director, Idam Infra.   

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The presentation gave a brief introduction of the various emerging/new business 
opportunities for the wind sector including repowering, offshore, wind-solar hybrids and 
small wind turbines (SWT) and highlighted some key questions which would initiate a 
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brainstorming session and help direct the study on the right path.  He opened the house for 
discussion and sought the suggestions of the participants over the same. Following is record 
of proceedings from the third session 

 

Session III-Key points of discussion 

A. What is the potential of wind capacity addition through new business opportunities 
comprising of repowering, offshore, hybrid and small wind turbines (SWT)? 

The forum deliberated that although the four business opportunities have limited market 
share in terms of wind installed capacity in the current market scenario, there is a need to 
optimise their potential over long run considering their associated benefits. 
 
While repowering, hybrids and SWT can be scaled up in the short term horizon, the offshore 
wind sector will take a longer time horizon to emerge in India. The forum discussed that the 
first offshore wind projects may only be able come up at the end of FY 2019-20.  
 
B. What are the associated challenges and suggestions to scale up each of the four 

business opportunities?  
Some of the key challenges and potential suggestions deliberated by the forum are as below: 
 

a) Repowering  
Repowering will reduce the number of turbines and there may not be one to one 
replacement. Thus, the issue of ownership needs to be handled carefully. Further, concerns 
regarding disposal of old turbines needs to be managed. There are various options such as 
scrapping, buy-back by the government or manufacturer or exporting to other countries. 
 

b) Offshore  
The biggest challenge in scaling up offshore wind in India is the high capital cost associated 
with offshore projects. The forum raised concerns that the cost of offshore wind may not 
come down significantly as it did for onshore wind, considering the requirement of skilled 
manpower for offshore project development.  
 
The forum also raised concerns regarding potential delays in development of an offshore 
project with the presence of multiple stakeholders involved in clearance process. While the 
Draft Offshore Wind Policy outlines the creation of institutional structure, named National 
Offshore Wind Energy Authority (NOWA), there is a need to have clear responsibility 
matrix.   
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c) Wind-Solar hybrids (MW scale)  

The forum was unanimous that Wind- Solar MW scale hybrids could be kick-started if the 
concerns regarding grid connectivity and metering protocols are addressed. The forum also 
discussed on the possibility of introducing a Wind-Solar hybrid tariffs by the Regulator.  
   

d) Small Wind Turbines (SWT)  
The biggest challenge faced by the SWT sector is the lack of long term policy vision for the 
sector. SWT sector is largely driven under the offgrid market model and without the 
presence of a viable offgrid model, SWT market potential will not able to achieve its optimal 
potential. The forum also deliberated the need for regulatory mechanism for introduction of 
Offgrid FIT/REC/Net metering model for SWT. 
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Annexure I (Agenda for the first wind discussion forum) 

 

Time Topic Speaker (s) 

Opening Session 
10:00-11:45 Welcome Mr. Deepak Gupta, Sr. Program Manager (Power), Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation Setting the context Mr. Krishan Dhawan, Chief Executive Officer, Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation Opening remarks by Chairman Dr. Pramod Deo, Former Chairperson,  Central Electricity Regulatory Commission Presentation on “Draft Wind 

Vision 2032” Mr. Balawant Joshi,  Wind Discussion Forum Secretariat Comments and Observations Dr. Alok Srivastava, Joint Secretary, Ministry of New and Renewable Energy Discussions Vote of thanks followed by Tea 
Session 1 

11:45-01:00  Presentation on “Capacity Value 
of Wind Generation in India” 

ICF International Discussions  
01:00-01:45 Lunch 

Session 2 
01:45-02:45 
 

Presentation on “New Business 
Opportunities for Wind Sector” Mr. Ajit Pandit,  Wind Discussion Forum Secretariat Discussions 

02:45-03:00 Concluding remarks followed by vote of thanks 
 

 

 

Date    August 22, 2014 
Time 10:00 am to 3:00 pm 
Venue ‘Vivanta By Taj - Ambassador’,  Sujan Singh Park, Subramania Bharti Marg,  New Delhi - 110 003 
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Annexure II (List of participants) 

 

S.No. Name Organisation 
1 Dr. Promod Deo Former Chairperson, CERC 
2 Shri V. Subramanian MNRE 
3 Shri Alok Srivastava MNRE 
4 Shri A Gurunathan Gamesa 
5 Shri Ashwin Gambhir Prayas Energy Group 
6 Shri Jami Hossain WinD Force 
7 Shri Mahesh Virpradas Suzlon 
8 Shri T.P. Chopra Bharat Light and Power 
9 Shri Shivananand Nimbargi Green Infra 
10 Shri Pravin Bhai Patel  GERC 
11 Shri Dilip Raval GERC 
12 Smt Kiran Saini DTL 
13 Dr. P.C. Maithani MNRE 
14 Shri Dilip Nigam MNRE 
15 Shri Bhaskar Deol NRDC 
16 Shri Ramesh Kumar  CEA 
17 Smt Sudatta CEEW 
18 Shri Bikram Singh Tata Power Trading Co Ltd. 
19 Shri Anish De KPMG 
20 Shri Shatanu Jaiswal Bloomberg New Energy Finance 
21 Shri Vikas Singhal ICF 
22 Shri Ashish Singla ICF 
23 Shri Kamalakar Babu  NEDCAP 
24 Smt Sharmila Barathan GE 
25 Shri Rakesh Jha M.C.A. 
26 Shri P. Krishnakumar LSML 
27 Shri Om. G. Ganesh Tata Power Delhi Distribution Ltd. 
28 Shri Mithun Chakravarty Tata Power Delhi Distribution Ltd. 
29 Shri Kanchan Kumar Agrawal CSE 
30 Shri S. B. Patil GEDA 
31 Shri Ishan Sharan CEA 
32 Shri Ankit Narula TERI 
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Annexure III (Presentations) 

 

Please download the presentations through any of the following links:  

• http://shaktifoundation.in/initiative/wind-discussion-forum-towards-200-gw-2030/ 
 

• http://www.idaminfra.com/wind-discussion-forum.html 

 

For more details, please contact: 

Wind Discussion Forum Secretariat 
C/O Idam Infrastructure Advisory Services 
Pvt. Ltd, 
801, Crystal Plaza, 158 CST Road, Kalina, 
Santacruz (EAST), Mumbai – 400 098 
 
Tel: +91 022 4057 0201 
Web: www.idaminfra.com 

Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation  
104 B/2, The Capital Court, 
Munirka, Phase III, New Delhi -110067 
 
 
 
Tel: +91 11 4747 4000 
Web: www.shaktifoundation.in 

 


